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Joinery and
Woodwork
Rebecca says..
Hi everyone. I hope you are
doing OK. All the woodwork
and joinery staff are missing
you terribly. We are working
hard to keep you busy and
entertained while we are all

Tree Identification Videos
Tree ID
Staff from Woodwork and Joinery have all made videos
about how to identify trees that you may see around you.
You might find these trees in parks, gardens or on
the street.
We have focused on woods that we use most often

stuck at home. I know not

in our workshops. For example, there is a video on how to

everyone has access to

identify Beech, Ash, Cherry, Sycamore, Elm, Pine, Birch

woodworking tools at home so

and many more!

we're trying to come up with
some ideas that don't require
these as well as some that do.
Hopefully we can use these
weeks and months at home to
learn, like the Tree ID videos,
for example. But also to keep
on top of the skills you already
have, (sanding anyone?) If you
have any ideas, please let us
know. We really want to hear
from you guys.

ID App
Vicente has also made a video showing you how to use
the woodland trust app. It helps you look at leaves,
flowers and the bark. We all used this app to help us
identify the trees that we have done our videos on. Have
a look, and maybe you can identify a new tree on your
walks!

Leaf Rubbings
Once you have
discovered the different

Finally, I'd just like to say how

trees, check out our

proud I am of you all. It's been

video on how to make

a challenging time and I am

colourful artwork using

very impressed

leaves and bark from the

with how well

trees. We think Luke has

everyone has

done a fantastic job

dealt with the

here! You can see all

change. Well

these videos on the

done!

Garvald website: www.garvaldedinburgh.org.uk
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Tea Breaks
Each week we have tea breaks
via Zoom, so that you can
catch up with staff and other
members. Here’s a reminder
of when they are:

Sanding Kit
What’s in the kit?

Woodwork (Afternoon Group)
Tuesday 1.00 pm

There are some home kits available now. They include

Joinery (All groups)
Tuesday 2.30 pm

creating amazing artwork, and of course,

Woodwork (Morning Group)
Friday 10.30 am
Get in touch with your key
worker for details.

shapes for sanding and some white washed boards for
sandpaper. Send us pictures of the inspiring things you
create!

Sanding Video
Rebecca has created an informative video on how to sand
safely at home. As you know, there's always sanding to be
done in the workshops!

Email Us!

In this video, you will see how to sand at home
without making a mess, and have a quick refresher on

We love to see what our

which grade sandpaper to use, and when.

members are up to at home,
so if you have anything you
would like to share, please

Fun Videos

send us an email to:
garvaldwoodworkers@garvald

Here is a wee list of woodworking videos we think you

edinburgh.org.uk

might enjoy. Let us know what you think?

If we like your picture, it could

This is a video on how to make a Dugout Canoe:

feature in our next newsletter!

https://youtu.be/ueFiy-uxI4Y

Remember…

How about a video on how to make a cricket bat? :

To see all our videos, visit

You may like this Pencil Donut video:

www.garvaldedinburgh.org.uk

https://youtu.be/i0aNETdn6sw

https://youtu.be/fWkJ5bTfehc

and click on the Wood and
Tools section.

We hope you’re all keeping well. Bye for now!
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